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Abstract. We present a systematic computational framework for generating positive quadra-
ture rules in multiple dimensions on general geometries. A direct moment-matching formulation
that enforces exact integration on polynomial subspaces yields nonlinear conditions and geometric
constraints on nodes and weights. We use penalty methods to address the geometric constraints,
and subsequently solve a quadratic minimization problem via the Gauss-Newton method. Our anal-
ysis provides guidance on requisite sizes of quadrature rules for a given polynomial subspace, and
furnishes useful user-end stability bounds on error in the quadrature rule in the case when the poly-
nomial moment conditions are violated by a small amount due to, e.g., finite precision limitations
or stagnation of the optimization procedure. We present several numerical examples investigating
optimal low-degree quadrature rules, Lebesgue constants, and 100-dimensional quadrature. Our cap-
stone examples compare our quadrature approach to popular alternatives, such as sparse grids and
quasi-Monte Carlo methods, for problems in linear elasticity and topology optimization.
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1. Introduction. Numerical quadrature, the process of computing approxima-
tions to integrals, is widely used in many fields of science and engineering. A conve-
nient and popular choice is a quadrature rule that uses point evaluations of a function
f : ∫

Γ

f(x)ω(x)dx ≈
n∑
j=1

f(xj)wj ,

where Γ is some set in d-dimensional Euclidean space Rd, ω is a positive weight
function, and xj and wj are the nodes and weights, respectively, of the quadrature
rule that must be determined. The main desirable properties of quadrature rules
are accuracy for a broad class of functions, a small number n of nodes/weights, and
positivity of the weights. (Positive weights are desired so that the absolute condition
number of the quadrature rule is controlled.)

In one dimension, Gaussian quadrature rules [29, 44] satisfy many of these desir-
able properties, but computing an efficient quadrature rule (or “cubature” rule) for
higher dimensions is a considerably more challenging problem. When Γ and ω are
of tensor-product form, one straightforward construction results from tensorization
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2 V. KESHAVARZZADEH, R. M. KIRBY, AND A. NARAYAN

of univariate quadrature rules. However, the computational complexity required to
evaluate f at the nodes of a tensorized quadrature rule quickly succumbs to the curse
of dimensionality.

Substantial progress has been made in constructing attractive multivariate quadra-
ture rules. Sparse grids rely on a sophisticated manipulation of univariate quadra-
ture rules [7, 16]. Quasi-Monte Carlo methods generate sequences that have low-
discrepancy properties [33, 34, 37]. Mathematical characterizations of quadrature
rules with specified exactness on polynomial spaces yield efficient nodes and weights
[5, 9, 42, 56].

The main contribution of this paper is a systematic computational approach for
designing multivariate quadrature rules with exactness on general finite-dimensional
polynomial spaces. Using polynomial exactness as a desideratum for constructing
quadrature rules is not the only approach one could use (e.g., quasi-Monte Carlo
methods do not adopt this approach). However, when the integrand f can be accu-
rately approximated by a polynomial expansion with a small number of significant
terms, then approximating the integral with a quadrature rule that is designed to
integrate the significant terms can be very efficient [10, 11]. In particular, finite-
dimensional polynomial spaces can well-approximate solutions to some parametric
operator equations [12], and empirical tests with many engineering problems show
that polynomial approximations are very efficient [1, 2, 8].

Our computational approach revolves around optimization; many algorithms for
computing nodal sets via optimization have already been proposed [29, 30, 36, 45, 46,
48, 53]. Our method, which we call designed quadrature, has the following advantages:

• we can successfully compute nodal sets in up to 100 dimensions;
• positivity of the weights is ensured;
• quadrature rules over non-standard geometries can be computed; and
• a prescribed polynomial accuracy can be sought over general polynomial

spaces, not restricted to, e.g., total degree spaces.
Our approach is simple: we formulate moment-matching conditions and geometric
constraints that prescribe nonlinear conditions on the nodes and weights. This direct
formulation allows significant flexibility with respect to geometry, weight function
ω, and polynomial accuracy. Indeed, our procedures can compute quadrature rules
with hyperbolic cross polynomial spaces, see Section 4.5, and can constrain nodal
locations to awkward geometries, see Section 4.4. Our computational approach is
to use constrained optimization algorithms to compute a quadrature rule from the
moment-matching conditions. Our mathematical analysis provides a stability bound
on error of the quadrature rule if the moment-matching conditions are violated (e.g.,
due to numerical finite precision). We apply our designed quadrature rules to several
realistic problems in computational science, including problems in linear elasticity
and topology optimization. Comparisons against competing methods, such as sparse
grids and low-discrepancy sequences, illustrate that designed quadrature often attains
superior accuracy with many fewer nodes.

Our procedure is not without shortcomings: Being a direct moment-matching
problem, our framework relies on large-scale optimization in high dimensions. For a
specified polynomial subspace on which we require integration accuracy, we cannot a
priori determine the number of nodes that our procedure will produce (although we
review some theory that provides upper and lower bounds for n). We likewise cannot
ensure that our algorithm produces an optimal quadrature rule size, but our numerical
results suggest favorable comparison with alterative techniques, see Section 4.2. Some
of the optimization tools we use have tunable parameters; we have made automated
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DESIGNED QUADRATURE 3

choices for these parameters but leave to future work to prove that the algorithm
performs well for arbitrary dimensions, weight functions, or polynomial spaces.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we discuss the mathematical
setting and formulate the optimization problem. This section also presents theory
for the requisite number of nodes and stability of quadrature rules for approximate
moment-matching. Section 3 details the computational framework for generating
designed quadrature rules. Numerical results are shown in Section 4.

2. Multivariate Quadrature.

2.1. Notation. Let ω be a given non-negative weight function (e.g., a probability
density function) whose support is Γ ⊂ Rd, where d ≥ 1 and Γ need not be compact.
A point x ∈ Rd has components x =

(
x(1), x(2), . . . , x(d)

)
. The space L2

ω(Γ) is the set
of functions f defined by

L2
ω(Γ) =

{
f : Γ→ R

∣∣ ‖f‖ <∞} , ‖f‖2 = (f, f) , (f, g) =

∫
Γ

f(x)g(x)ω(x)dx.

We use standard multi-index notation: α ∈ Nd0 denotes a multi-index, and Λ a
collection of multi-indices. We have

α = (α1, . . . , αd), xα =

d∏
j=1

(
x(j)

)αj

, |α| =
d∑
j=1

αj .

We impose a partial ordering on multi-indices via component-wise comparisons: with
α, β ∈ Nd0, then α ≤ β if and only if all component-wise inequalities are true. A
multi-index set Λ is called downward closed if

α ∈ Λ =⇒ β ∈ Λ ∀ β ≤ α.

We assume throughout this paper that the weight function has finite polynomial
moments of all orders:∫

Γ

(xα)
2
ω(x) <∞, α ∈ Nd0.

This assumption ensures existence of polynomial moments. Our ultimate goal is to
construct a set of n points {xq}nq=1 ⊂ Γ and positive weights wq > 0 such that

I(f) =

∫
Γ

f(x)ω(x)dx ≈
n∑
q=1

wqf(xq),(1a)

for functions f within a “large” class of functions. We attempt to achieve this by
enforcing equality above for f in a subspace Π of polynomials:∫

Γ

f(x)ω(x)dx =

n∑
q=1

wqf(xq), f ∈ Π.(1b)

The quadrature strategy is accurate if f can be well-approximated by a polynomial
from Π. There are numerous technical conditions on Π and f that yield quantitative
statements about polynomial approximation accuracy, e.g., [3]. In this article, we
assume that Π is given and fixed through some a priori study ensuring that there
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4 V. KESHAVARZZADEH, R. M. KIRBY, AND A. NARAYAN

exists a polynomial in Π that accurately approximates f to within some user-specified
tolerance. Typically we will define Π through some finite multi-index set Λ:

Π = span
{
xα

∣∣ α ∈ Λ
}
.

In many applications, the function f typically exhibits smoothness (e.g., inte-
grable high-order derivatives), which in turn implies that polynomial approximations
converge at a high order with respect to the degree of approximation. Under the as-
sumption that f is smooth, we therefore expect that the integral of a polynomial that
approximates f to be a good approximation if the approximating polynomial space
Π contains high-degree polynomials. Our main goal in this paper is then familiar
when viewed through the lens of classical analysis: make Π as large as possible while
keeping n as small as possible.

Two particularly popular choices for polynomial spaces Π can be defined by the
index sets

ΛTr =
{
α ∈ Nd0

∣∣ |α| ≤ r} , ΛHr
=

α ∈ Nd0 ∣∣
d∏
j=1

(αj + 1) ≤ r + 1

 ,

for some non-negative integer r. Both of these multi-index sets are downward closed.
The total order and hyperbolic cross polynomial subspaces are defined by, respectively,

ΠTr = span
{
xα

∣∣ α ∈ ΛTr
}
, ΠHr

= span
{
xα

∣∣ α ∈ ΛHr

}
.(2)

The algorithm we present in this paper applies to general polynomial spaces, but
our numerical examples will focus on the spaces above since they are common in
large-scale computing problems.

2.2. Univariate rules: Gauss Quadrature. When Γ ⊂ R, the optimal quadra-
ture rule is provided by the ω-Gauss quadrature rule. In one dimension, we use the
shorthand Πk = ΠTk . The first step in defining this rule is to prescribe an orthonor-
mal basis for Πk. A Gram-Schmidt argument implies that such a basis of orthonormal
polynomials exists with elements pm(·), where deg pm = m. All univariate orthonor-
mal polynomial families satisfy the three-term recurrence relation,

xpm(x) =
√
bmpm−1(x) + ampm(x) +

√
bm+1pm+1(x),(3)

for m ≥ 0, with p−1 ≡ 0 and p0 ≡ 1/
√
b0 to seed the recurrence. The recurrence

coefficients are given by

am = (xpm, pm), bm =
(pm, pm)

(pm−1, pm−1)
,

for m ≥ 0, with b0 = (p0, p0). Classical orthogonal polynomial families, such as the
Legendre and Hermite polynomials, fit this mold with explicit formula for the an and
bn coefficients [44]. Gaussian quadrature rules are n-point rules that exactly integrate
polynomials in Π2n−1[39, 14].

Theorem 2.1 (Gaussian quadrature). Let x1, . . . , xn be the roots of the nth or-
thogonal polynomial pn(x) and let w1, . . . , wn be the solution of the system of equations

(4)

n∑
q=1

pj(xq)wq =

{√
b0, if j = 0

0, for j = 1, . . . , n− 1.
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DESIGNED QUADRATURE 5

Then xq ∈ Γ and wq > 0 for q = 1, 2, . . . , n and

(5)

∫
Γ

ω(x)p(x)dx =

n∑
q=1

p(xq)wq

holds for all polynomials p ∈ Π2n−1.

Historically significant algorithmic strategies for computing Gauss quadrature rules
are given in [15, 18]. The elegant linear algebraic formulations described in these
references compute the quadrature rule with knowledge of only of a finite number of
recurrence coefficients an, bn.

2.3. Multivariate polynomials. If Γ and ω(x) are both tensorial, then the
generalization of univariate orthogonal polynomials to multivariate ones is straight-
forward. The tensorial structure implies

Γ = ×dj=1Γj , ω(x) =

d∏
j=1

ωj

(
x(j)

)
,

for univariate domains Γj ⊂ R and univariate weights ωj(·). If p
(j)
n (·) is the univariate

orthonormal polynomial family associated with ωj over Γj , then

πα(x) =

d∏
j=1

p(j)
αj

(
x(j)

)
, α ∈ Nd0,(6)

defines a family of multivariate polynomials orthonormal under ω, i.e., (πα, πβ) =
δα,β, where δ is the Kronecker delta. The polynomial spaces in (2) can be written as

ΠTr = span
{
πα

∣∣ α ∈ ΛTr
}

ΠHr
= span

{
πα

∣∣ α ∈ ΛHr

}
The following result is the cornerstone of our algorithm:

Proposition 2.2. Let Λ be a multi-index set with 0 ∈ Λ. Suppose that x1, . . . ,xn
and w1, . . . , wn are the solution of the system of equations

(7)

n∑
q=1

πα(xq)wq =

{
1/π0, if α = 0

0, if α ∈ Λ\{0}

then

(8)

∫
Γ

ω(x)π(x)dx =

n∑
q=1

π(xq)wq

holds for all polynomials π ∈ ΠΛ.

The proof is straightforward by noting that
∫

Γ
πα(x)ω(x)dx = 0 when α 6= 0 due

to orthogonality, and thus (7) is a moment-matching condition. Unlike Theorem 2.1,
this multivariate result does not guarantee the positivity of weights nor does it ensure
that the nodes lie in Γ. We enforce these conditions in our computational framework
in Section 3. Finally, we note that Proposition 2.2 is true even when Γ and ω are not
tensorial. We concentrate on the tensorial situation in this paper because a tensorial
assumption is standard for large dimension d.
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6 V. KESHAVARZZADEH, R. M. KIRBY, AND A. NARAYAN

One of the main uses of quadrature rules is in the construction of polynomial
approximation via discrete quadrature. If f is a given continuous function and Θ is a
given multi-index set, then

f(x) ≈ fΘ(x) =
∑
α∈Θ

f̂απα(x), f̂α =

n∑
q=1

πα (xq) f (xq)wq,(9)

where f̂α are meant to approximate the Fourier (L2
ω-projection) coefficients of f .

Ideally, if f ∈ ΠΘ then fΘ = f , i.e., this construction reproduces polynomials in ΠΘ.
As one expects, this only happens when the quadrature rule is sufficiently accurate,
as defined by the size of Λ in (7).

Proposition 2.3. Let Λ be a downward-closed multi-index set, and suppose that
xq and wq for q = 1, . . . , n define a quadrature rule satisfying (7). Let Θ be any index
set satisfying

Θ + Θ =
{
α+ β

∣∣ α,β ∈ Θ
}
⊆ Λ.(10)

If f ∈ ΠΘ, then fΘ defined in (9) satisfies fΘ = f .

Proof. Suppose f ∈ ΠΘ, so that

f(x) =
∑
α∈Θ

fαπα(x), fα = (f, πα) ,

where the formula for the coefficients fα is due to orthogonality. We will show that
the computed quadrature coefficients f̂α defined in (9) satisfy f̂α = fα. Fix β ∈ Θ.
Then,

f(x)πβ(x) =
∑
α∈Θ

fαπα(x)πβ(x).

There are coefficients cα,γ such that

πα =
∑
γ≤α

cα,γx
γ .

Therefore,

πα(x)πβ(x) =

∑
γ≤α

cα,γx
γ

∑
γ≤β

cβ,γx
γ

 =
∑

γ≤α+β

dα,β,γx
γ ,

for some coefficients dα,β,γ . The index α+β ∈ Λ owing to the assumption (10), and
since Λ is downward closed, then we have that πα(x)πβ(x) ∈ ΠΛ. Therefore, the
n-point quadrature rule integrates πα(x)πβ(x), and thus

f̂β =

n∑
q=1

f(xq)πβ(xq) =
∑
α∈Θ

fα

n∑
q=1

πα(x)πβ(x) =
∑
α∈Θ

fα (πα, πβ) = fβ,

Since f̂β = fβ, then fΘ = f .
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DESIGNED QUADRATURE 7

The notion above of reproduction of multivariate polynomials is consistent with uni-
variate Gauss quadrature: In one dimension with an n-point Gauss quadrature rule,
we can reproduce polynomials up to degree n − 1: Take Λ = {0, . . . , 2n− 1}, and
choose Θ = {0, . . . , n− 1}. The polynomial fΘ constructed by the procedure (9)
matches the function f if f ∈ ΠΘ since Θ + Θ ⊂ Λ. The above result codifies this
condition in the multivariate case. Note that Θ ⊂ Λ is not a strict enough condition
since the approximate Fourier coefficients defined in (9) will not necessarily be accu-
rate. We also note that the integrand is a product of polynomials, therefore requiring
exactness on polynomial products is the correct condition, hence the Θ + Θ ⊂ Γ
requirement.

Given a multi-index set Λ, there is a smallest possible quadrature size n such that
(7) holds. This smallest n is given by the size of the largest Θ satisfying (10).

Theorem 2.4 ([24]). Let Λ be a downward-closed index set. The size n of any
quadrature rule satisfying (7) has lower bound

n ≥ L(Λ) := max
{
|Θ|

∣∣ Θ + Θ ⊆ Λ
}
.

The number L(Λ) defined above is called the maximal half-set size in [24], and a cor-
responding L(Λ)-point quadrature rule is a minimal rule. In that reference, concrete
examples of (i) non-existence, and of (ii) existence but non-uniqueness of minimal mul-
tivariate quadrature rules achieving the lower bound above are shown. If Λ = Λ2n−2

in the univariate case, Gaussian quadrature rules are non-unique. Our numerical al-
gorithm essentially seeks to find minimal rules, but we can rarely find such quadrature
rules. However, our generated quadrature rule sizes are only modestly larger than the
optimal L(Λ).

2.4. Quadrature Stability. Gaussian quadrature rules defined by Theorem
2.1 can be computed via linear algebra, but multivariate quadrature rules defined
by (7) have no known analogous computational simplification. In order to solve this
nonlinear system of equations we utilize Newton’s method. We therefore expect that
(7) is not exactly satisfied by the computed solution, or it is satisfied to within some
tolerance.

Fixing a downward-closed index set Λ with size M = |Λ|, consider the matrix
X ∈ Rd×n whose n columns are the samples xj , and letw ∈ Rn be a vector containing
the n weights. Let V (X) ∈ Rn×M denote the Vandermonde-like matrix with entries

(V )k,j = πα(k) (xj) , j = 1, . . . , n, k = 1, . . . ,M,(11)

where we have introduced an ordering α(1), . . .α(m) on the elements of Λ. We assume
α(1) = 0, but the remaining ordering of elements is irrelevant. The system (7) can
then be written as

V (X)w = e1/π0,

where e1 = (1, 0, 0, . . . , 0)T ∈ RM is a cardinal unit vector. Instead of achieving the
equality above, our computational solver computes an approximate solution (X,w)
to the above system, satisfying

(12) ‖V (X)w − e1/π0‖2 = ε ≥ 0.

Our next result quantifies the effect of the residual ε on the accuracy of the designed
quadrature rule. To prove this result, we require the additional assumption that the
quadrature weights are positive, which is enforced in our computations.
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8 V. KESHAVARZZADEH, R. M. KIRBY, AND A. NARAYAN

Proposition 2.5. Let ω(x) be a probability density function on Γ, and let Λ be
any multi-index set containing 0 (i.e., ΠΛ contains constant functions). Assume that
(X,w) satisfies (12) with some ε ≥ 0, and assume the weights are all positive. Then
for any f ∈ L2

ω(Γ),∣∣∣∣∣
∫
f(x)ω(x)dx−

n∑
q=1

wqf(xq)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ε ‖f‖+ max
j=1,...n

|f(xj)− p(xj)| ,(13)

where p ∈ ΠΛ is the L2
ω(Γ)-orthogonal projection of f onto ΠΛ.

This result does apply to all our computed designed quadrature rules since we enforce
positivity of the weights. It is not applicable to other polynomial-based rules where
weights can be negative, such as sparse grids.

Proof. For an arbitrary p ∈ ΠΛ, the following holds

p(x) =
∑
α∈I

pαπα(x), pα = (p, πα) ,(14)

and thus ‖p‖2 = (p, p) =
∑
α∈Λ p

2
α. We have:

∣∣∣∣∣
∫

Γ

f(x)ω(x)dx−
n∑
q=1

wqf (xq)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∫

Γ

(f(x)− p(x))ω(x)dx

∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
(a)

+

∣∣∣∣∣
n∑
q=1

(p(xq)− f(xq))wq

∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
(b)

(15)

+

∣∣∣∣∣
∫

Γ

p(x)ω(x)dx−
n∑
q=1

wqp(xq)

∣∣∣∣∣︸ ︷︷ ︸
(c)

We now choose p as the L2
ω(Γ)-orthogonal projection of f into ΠΛ:

p = argmin
q∈ΠΛ

‖f − q‖ =⇒
∫

Γ

[f(x)− p(x)]φ(x)ω(x)dx = 0 ∀ φ ∈ ΠΛ.(16)

Since 0 ∈ Λ, the above holds in particular for φ(x) ≡ 1 so that

(a) =

∣∣∣∣∫
Γ

(f(x)− p(x))ω(x)dx

∣∣∣∣ = 0

Term (b) can be bounded as

(b) ≤
n∑
q=1

|wq| |p(xq)− f(xq)| ≤ max
q=1,...,n

|p(xq)− f(xq)| ,

where the last inequality uses the fact that
∑N
q=1 |wq| =

∑N
q=1 wq =

∫
Γ
ω(x)dx = 1

since the weights are positive and ω is a probability density. Finally, term (c) can be
bounded as follows: Since p ∈ ΠΛ then by (14),

n∑
q=1

wqp(xq) =

n∑
q=1

∑
α∈Λ

wqpαπα(xq) =
∑
α∈Λ

pα

(
n∑
q=1

wqπα(xq)

)
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DESIGNED QUADRATURE 9

The term in parenthesis on the right-hand side is an entry in the vector V (X)w from
the relation (12); note also that π̂α cf. Equation (9) equals an entry in the vector b.
Therefore, combining the above equation and using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality:

(c) =

∣∣∣∣∣
∫

Γ

p(x)ω(x)dx−
n∑
q=1

wqp(xq)

∣∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣∑
α∈Λ

pα

(∫
Γ

πα(x)ω(x)dx−
n∑
q=1

wqπα(xq)

)∣∣∣∣∣
=

∣∣∣∣∣∑
α∈Λ

pα

(
δα,0/π0 −

n∑
q=1

wqπα(xq)

)∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
√∑
α∈Λ

p2
α ‖V (X)w − e1/π0‖ ≤ ε ‖p‖ ≤ ε‖f‖,

where the final inequality is Bessel’s inequality, which holds since we have chosen p
as in (16). Combining our estimates for terms (a), (b), and (c) in (15) completes the
proof.

Relative to the pointwise error committed by best L2
ω(Γ) approximations, the

estimate provided by Proposition 2.5 bounds the quadrature error in terms of the
quantity ε, which is explicitly computable given a quadrature rule.

2.5. A popular alternative: Sparse Grids. A (Smolyak) sparse grid is a
structured point configuration in multiple dimensions, formed from unions of ten-
sorized univariate rules. Quadrature weights often accompany points in a sparse grid.
We briefly describe sparse grids for polynomial integration in this section; they will
be used for comparison in our numerical results section.

Consider a tensorial Γ as in Section 2.3, and for simplicity assume that the uni-
variate domains Γj = Γ1 are the same, and that the univariate weights ωj = ω1 are
the same. Let Xi denote a univariate quadrature rule (nodes and weights) of “level”
i ≥ 1, and define X0 = ∅. The number of points ni in the quadrature rule Xi is in-
creasing with i, but can be freely chosen. For multi-index i ∈ Nd, a d-variate tensorial
rule and its corresponding weights are

(17) Ad,i = Xi1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Xid , w(q) =

d∏
r=1

w
(qr)
ir

The univariate difference operator between sequential levels is written as

∆i = Xi − Xi−1, i ≥ 1,(18)

and for any k ∈ N, this approximation difference can be used to construct a d-variate,
level-k-accurate sparse grid operator [7, 38],

Ad,k =

k−1∑
r=0

∑
i∈Nd

|i|=d+r

∆i1 ⊗ . . .⊗∆id =

k−1∑
r=k−d

(−1)k−1−r
(

d− 1

k − 1− r

) ∑
i∈Nd

|i|=d+r

Xi1 ⊗ . . .⊗ Xid ,

(19)

where the latter equality is shown in [52]. If the univariate quadrature rule Xi exactly
integrates univariate polynomials of order 2i−1 or less, then the Smolyak rule Ad,k is
exact for d-variate polynomials of total order 2k−1 [23]. One is tempted to use Gauss
quadrature rules for the Xi to obtain optimal efficiency, but since the differences ∆i

appear in the Smolyak construction, then instead utilizing nested univariate rules can
generate sparse grids with many fewer nodes than non-nested constructions. One can
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10 V. KESHAVARZZADEH, R. M. KIRBY, AND A. NARAYAN

use, for example, nested Clenshaw-Curtis rules [55], the nested Gauss-Patterson or
Gauss-Kronrod rules [16, 26, 35], or Leja sequences [31].

Sparse grids have been used with great success in many modern applications, and
thus are a good candidate for comparison against our approach of designed quadrature.
However, sparse grids that integrate polynomials in a certain multi-index set use far
more points than the minimum number prescribed by Theorem 2.4 (see Figure 3
for an empirical comparison), and frequently produce quadrature rules with negative
weights. Our results in Section 4 show that designed quadrature uses many fewer
points than sparse grids for a given accuracy level, and guarantees positive quadrature
weights.

3. Computational Framework. Our procedure aims to compute nodes X =
{x1, . . . ,xn} ∈ Γn and positive weights w ∈ (0,∞)n that enforce equality in (7). A
direct formulation of (7) is

(20)
R(d) = V (X)w − e1/π0 = 0,

xj ∈ Γ, j = 1, . . . , n
wj > 0, j = 1, . . . n

where d = (X,w) are the decision variables. Instead of directly solving this con-
strained root finding problem, we introduce a closely related constrained optimization
problem

(21)

min
X,w

||R||2
subject to xj ∈ Γ, j = 1, . . . , n

wj > 0, j = 1, . . . , n

Clearly a solution to (20) also solves (21), but the reverse is not necessarily true.
We compute solutions to (21), and when these solutions exhibit large nonzero values
of ‖R‖, we increase the quadrature rule size n and repeat. Using this strategy, we
empirically find that for a specified ε we can satisfy ‖R‖ ≤ ε in all situations we have
tried. Thus, our approach solves a relaxed version of (20) via repeated applications
of (21). Our computational approach to solve (21) requires four major ingredients,
each of which are described in the subsequent sections:

Section 3.1 – Penalization: objective augmentation, transforming constrained root
finding into unconstrained minimization problem

Section 3.2 – Iteration: unconstrained minimization via the Gauss-Newton algo-
rithm

Section 3.3 – Regularization: numerical regularization to address ill-conditioned
Gauss-Newton update steps

Section 3.4 – Initialization: specification of an initial guess
We highlight above that regularization is required for our optimization. The objective
R in (21) is highly ill-conditioned as a function of the decision variables. Without
regularization, the update steps specified by the Gauss-Newton algorithm generally
do not result in convergence. However, with the regularization, we have found that
our optimization results in steps with decreasing residual. These observations can be
corroborated by the numerical results in Section 4, and in particular Table 2 that lists
CPU time and iterations required for computing 4-dimensional rules.

Since our algorithm only minimizes the norm of R, the quadrature rule we com-
pute is not guaranteed to integrate any polynomials exactly, only up to some tolerance
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parameter ε ≥ ‖R‖. This is the utility of Proposition 2.5: if our optimization algo-
rithm terminates with a particular value of ε, we have a quantitative understanding
of how ε affects the quality of the quadrature rule relative to best L2-approximating
polynomials.

Since we produce a quadrature rule that is only ε-exact, there may be many
quadrature rules that achieve this tolerance. In particular, our algorithm is not guar-
anteed to produce optimal quadrature rules, but in comparison with some other tab-
ulated rules from [40, 43, 53, 54], we find that our nodal counts are no greater than in
those references. There is one lone exception for integrating degree-8 polynomials in
three dimensions, where we find a rule with one point greater than reported in [53].
Details are in Section 4.2 and in Table 1.

Finally, our algorithm is subject to the same limitations as many other minimiza-
tion algorithms: it may only find a local minimum of the objective, and not a global
minimum.

3.1. Penalization. Penalty methods are techniques to solve constrained opti-
mization problems such as (21). Penalty methods augment the objective with a high
cost for constraint violated, and subsequently solve an unconstrained optimization
problem on the augmented objective.

We use a popular penalty function, the non-negative and smooth quadratic func-
tion. For example in d = 1 dimensions on Γ = [−1, 1] with an n-point quadrature
rule, the constraints and corresponding penalties Pj , j = 1, . . . , (d + 1)n = 2n as a
function of the 2n decision variables d = (X,w) can be expressed as

−1 ≤ xj ≤ 1 =⇒ Pj (d) = (max[0, xj − 1,−1− xj ])2
,

wj ≥ 0 =⇒ Pn+j (d) = (max[0,−wj ])2
,

for j = 1, . . . , n. The total penalty associated with the constraints is then

P 2 (d) =

(d+1)n∑
j=1

P 2
j (d) .

A penalty function approach to solve the constrained problem (21) uses a sequence
of unconstrained problems indexed by k ∈ N having objective functions

g (ck,d) :=
∥∥∥R̃k

∥∥∥2

2
= ‖R‖22 + c2kP

2 (d) ,(22)

where we have defined the vector

R̃k =


R
ckP1

ckP2

...
ckP(d+1)n

 .

The positive constants ck are monotonically increasing with k, i.e., ck+1 > ck. Each
unconstrained optimization yields an updated solution point dk, and as ck → ∞
the solution point of the unconstrained problem will converge to the solution of con-
strained problem. The following lemma, adopted from [28], is used to show conver-
gence of the penalty method.
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12 V. KESHAVARZZADEH, R. M. KIRBY, AND A. NARAYAN

Lemma 3.1. Let dk be the minimizer for g(ck, ·) and ck+1 > ck. Then:

g(ck,d
k) ≤ g(ck+1,d

k+1), P (dk) ≥ P (dk+1), ||R(dk)|| ≤ ||R(dk+1)||.
Furthermore, let d∗ be a solution to problem (21). Then for each k,

||R(dk)|| ≤ g(ck,d
k) ≤ ||R(d∗)||.

The above lemma denotes that the sequence of g(ck,d
k) is nondecreasing and

bounded above by the optimal objective value of the constrained optimization prob-
lem. The following theorem establishes the global convergence of the penalty method.
More precisely it verifies that any limit point of the sequence is a solution to (21).

Theorem 3.2 ([28]). Let {dk}, k ∈ N be a sequence of minimizers of (22).
Then any limit point of the sequence is a solution to problem (21) i.e. limk∈N P (dk) =
0 and limk∈N ||R(dk)|| ≤ ||R(d∗)||.
The above theorem shows both that a limit point denoted by d̄ is a feasible solution
since P (d̄) = 0, and that it is optimal since ||R(d̄)||22 ≤ ||R(d∗)||22.

We can now formulate an unconstrained minimization problem with sequence of
increasing ck on the objectives g in (22) for the decision variables d = (X,w),

min
d
g(ck,d)(23)

which replace the constrained root-finding problem (20).
It remains for us to specify how the constants ck are chosen: if d is the current

iterate for the decision variables, we use the formula

ck = max

{
A,

1

||R(d)||2

}
,

where A is a tunable parameter that is meant to be large. We use A = 103 in our
simulations. Also note that we never have ck =∞ so that our iterations cannot exactly
constrain the computed solution to lie in the feasible set. To address this in practice
we reformulate constraints to have non-zero penalty within a small radius inside the
feasible set. For example, instead of enforcing wj > 0, we enforce wj > 10−6.

Note that one may also consider barrier/interior point methods to enforce con-
straints; however, in our algorithm we find that penalty methods are more suitable in
transforming the constrained root finding problem to an unconstrained minimization
problem.

3.2. The Gauss-Newton algorithm. Having transformed the constrained prob-
lem (21) into a sequence of unconstrained problems (23), we can now use standard
unconstrained optimization tools.

Two popular approaches for unconstrained optimization are gradient descent and
Newton’s method. Both approaches in the context of our minimization require the
Jacobian of the objective function with respect to the decision variables. We define

J̃k =
∂R̃k

∂d
=


J

ck∂P1/∂d
ck∂P2/∂d

...
ck∂P(d+1)n/∂d

 , J(d) :=
∂R

∂d
∈ RM×(d+1)n,(24)
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where
∂Pj

∂d ∈ R1×(d+1)n is the Jacobian of Pj with respect to the decision variables.
With use of our quadratic penalty function, these penalty Jacobians are Lipschitz
continuous in the decision variables, and easily evaluated since they are quadratic
functions. The matrix J has entries

(J)m,(i−1)d+j =
∂πα(m) (xi)

∂x
(j)
i

wi, (J)m,nd+i = πα(m) (xj) ,(25)

for m = 1, . . . ,M , i = 1, . . . , n, and j = 1, . . . , d. Above, we define πα(m) as in (11).
Computing entries of the Jacobian matrix J is straightforward: Assuming the basis
πα is of tensor-product form, (see Section 2.3) then we need only compute derivatives
of univariate polynomials. A manipulation of the three-term recurrence relation (3)
yields the recurrence√

bm+1p
′
m+1(x) = (x− am)p′m(x)−

√
bmp

′
m−1(x) + pm(x).

The partial derivatives in J may be evaluated using the relation above along with (6).
We index iterations with k, which is the same k as that defining the sequence

of unconstrained problems (23). Thus, our choice of ck changes at each iteration.
Gradient descent proceeds via iteration of the form

dk+1 = dk − α∂‖R̃k‖2
∂d

,
∂‖R̃k‖2
∂d

=
J̃Tk R̃

‖R̃k‖2
,

with α a customizable step length that is frequently optimized via, e.g., a line-search
algorithm. In contrast, a variant of Newton’s root finding method applied to rectan-
gular systems is the Gauss-Newton method [39], having update iteration

dk+1 = dk −∆d, ∆d =
(
J̃Tk J̃k

)−1

J̃Tk R̃k,(26)

where both J̃k and R̃k are evaluated at dk. The iteration above reduces to the
standard Newton’s method when the system is square, i.e., M = n(d+ 1). Newton’s
method converges quadratically to a local solution for a sufficiently close initial guess
d0 versus the gradient descent which has linear convergence [4]. We find that Gauss-
Newton iterations are robust for our problem.

Assuming an initial guess d0 is given, we can repeatedly apply the Gauss-Newton
iteration (26) until a stopping criterion is met. We terminate our iterations when the

residual norm falls below a user-defined threshold ε i.e. ||R̃||2 < ε.
A useful quantity to monitor during the iteration process is the magnitude of the

Newton decrement, which often reflects quantitative proximity to the optimal point
[6]. In its original form, the Newton decrement is the norm of the Newton step in
the quadratic norm defined by the Hessian. I.e., for optimizing f(x), the Newton
decrement norm is ||∆d||∇2f(x) = (∆dT∇2f(x)∆d)1/2, where ∇2f is the Hessian of
f . In our minimization procedure with non-squared systems we use

(27) η =
(
∆dT (J̃Tk R̃k)

)1/2
.

as a surrogate for a Hessian-based Newton decrement which decreases as d→ d∗.
Finally we note that, for a given quadrature rule size n, we cannot guarantee that

a solution to (20) exists. In this case our Gauss-Newton iterations will exhibit residual
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14 V. KESHAVARZZADEH, R. M. KIRBY, AND A. NARAYAN

norms stagnating at some positive value while the Newton decrement is almost zero.
When this occurs, we re-initialize the decision variables and enrich the current set of
decision variables with additional nodes and weights and continue the optimization
procedure. This procedure of gradually increasing the number of nodes and weights
is described more in Section 3.4.

3.3. Regularization. The critical part of our minimization scheme is the eval-
uation of Newton step (26). For our rectangular system, this is the least-squares
solution ∆d to the linear system

J̃∆d = R̃,

where J̃ = J̃k
(
dk
)
, and R̃ = R̃k

(
dk
)
; in this section we omit explicit notational

dependence on the iteration index k. The matrix J̃ is frequently ill-conditioned,
which hinders a direct solve of the above least-squares problem. To address this we
can consider a generic regularization of the above equality:

(28) minimize
∆d

||J̃∆d− R̃||p subject to ||∆d||q < τ,

where p, q, and τ are free parameters. The trade off between the objective norm and
solution norm is characterized as a Pareto curve and shown to be convex in [50, 51]
for generic norms 1 ≤ (p, q) ≤ ∞. Exploiting this Pareto curve, the authors in [50, 51]
devise an efficient algorithm and implementation [49] for computing the regularized
solution when p = 2, q = 1. These values correspond to the LASSO problem [47],
which promotes solution sparsity and subset selection.

Since sparsity is not our explicit goal, we opt for p = q = 2. This problem can be
solved exactly [19], but at significant expense and the procedure lacks clear guidance
on choosing τ . We thus adopt an alternative approach. A penalized version of the
p = q = 2 optimization (28) is Tikhonov regularization:

(29) ∆dλ = argmin
{
||J̃∆d− R̃||22 + λ||∆d||22

}
,

where λ is a regularization parameter that may be chosen by the user. This parameter
has significant impact on the quality of the solution with respect to the original least-
squares problem. Assuming that we have a definitive value for λ, then the solution to
(29) can be obtained via the singular value decomposition (SVD) of J̃ . The SVD of

matrix J̃N×M (for N < M) is given by

(30) J̃ =

N∑
i=1

uiσiv
T
i .

where σi are singular values (in decreasing order), and ui and vk are the corresponding
left- and right-singular vectors, respectively. The solution ∆dλ is then obtained as

(31) ∆dλ =

N∑
i=1

ρi
uTi R̃

σi
vi.

where ρi are Tikhonov filter factors denoted by

(32) ρi =
σ2
i

σ2
i + λ2

'
{

1 σi � λ

σ2
i /λ

2 σi � λ
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Tikhonov regularization affects (or filters) singular values that are below the threshold

λ. Therefore a suitable λ is bounded by the extremal singular values of J̃ . One
approach to select λ is via analysis of the “L-curve” of singular values [20, 21]. The
corner of L-curve can be interpreted as the point with maximum curvature; evaluation
or approximation of the curvature with respect to singular value index can be used
to find the index with maximum curvature, and the singular value corresponding to
this index prescribes λ.

In practice, we evaluate the curvature of the singular value spectrum via finite
differences on log(σi) (where the singular values are directly computed) and select
the singular value that corresponds to the first spike in the spectrum. The regular-
ization parameter can be updated after several, e.g., 30, Gauss-Newton iterations.
However, for small size problems, i.e., small dimension d and |Λ|, a fixed appropriate
λ throughout the Gauss-Newton scheme also yields solutions.

Based on our numerical observations, adding a regularization parameter to all sin-
gular values and computing the regularized Newton step as ∆dλ =

∑N
i=1[(uTi R̃)/(σi + λ)]vi

enhances the convergence when d is close to the root i.e. ||R̃|| is small.

3.4. Initialization . The first step of the algorithm requires an initial guess d0

for nodes and weights; a particularly difficult aspect of this is the initial choice of
quadrature rule size n. Our algorithm tests several values of quadrature rule sizes n
between an upper and lower bound; the determination of these bounds are described
below.

With the multi-index set Λ given, Theorem 2.4 provides a lower bound on the
value of n, and this lower bound L(Λ) is the optimal size for a quadrature rule.
We are unaware of sufficient conditions under which optimal quadrature rules exist.
However, optimal-size quadrature rules have been shown in special cases, e.g., [41],
for total degree spaces ΛTk with k = 2, 3, 5. We have found that our algorithm is able
to recover these optimal-sized rules in the previously-mentioned cases.

We formulate an upper bound on quadrature rule sizes based on a popular com-
petitor: sparse grid constructions. The number of sparse grid points |Ad,k| required

to satisfy (7) with Λ = ΛTk can be estimated as |Ad,k| ≈ (2d)k−1

(k−1)! [13] for sparse grid

constructions with non-nested univariate Gauss quadrature rules. Tabulation of the
exact number of points for sparse grids constructed via univariate nested rules from
the Hermite and Legendre systems is provided in [22].

Our numerical results show that the number of designed quadrature nodes needed
to satisfy (7) is n = κ|Ad,k| where κ ∈ [0.5, 0.9] using |Ad,k| from [22]. We have found
that an effective approach to choose the number of points is to perform a backtracking
line-search procedure, which initializes κ = 0.9, solves the optimization problem, and
gradually decreases κ until the Gauss-Newton method does not converge to a desirable
tolerance. Our strategy for eliminating nodes when κ is decreased is to discard those
with the smallest weights.

After the initial pass that generates n nodes and weights achieving ‖R̃‖ ≤ ε, we
attempt to remove nodes with smallest weights as described previously. However,
this may cause the optimization to stagnate without achieving the desired tolerance.
When this happens, we enrich the nodal set by gradually adding more nodes until
we can achieve the tolerance. This process is repeated until the elimination and
enrichment procedures result in no change of the quadrature rule size; see Algorithm
1, lines 9-18.

Once an initial number of nodes n is determined (κ = 0.9), that number of d-
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variate Monte Carlo samples or Latin Hypercube samples are generated as the initial
nodes. This is easily done for the domain Γ = [−1, 1]d. Weights can be generated
uniformly at random [0, 1] with

∑
i wi = |Λ| or set as a fixed value, e.g., wi = |Λ|/n.

We normalize the weights by |Λ| in the numerical procedure to avoid very small
weights. To accommodate for this, we can set 1/π0 = |Λ| in (20), and after we obtain
a solution we can re-normalize the weights based on the true value of 1/π0.

On the domain Γ = R
d, we are usually concerned with the weight ω(x) =

exp(−‖x‖22). Monte Carlo samples can be generated as realizations of a standard
normal random variable, and we transform Latin Hypercube samples on [0, 1]d to Rd

via inverse transform sampling corresponding to a standard normal random variable.
(When Λ contains polynomials of very high degree there are more sophisticated sam-
pling methods that can produce better initial guesses [32].) We initialize the weights
by setting wi = exp(−||xi||22/2) and normalizing wi with respect to |Λ| as described
above.

Algorithm 1 summarizes Sections 3.1–3.4, including all the steps for our designed
quadrature method.

Algorithm 1 Designed Quadrature

1: Initialize nodes and weights d with n = 0.9|Ad,k| and specify the residual toler-
ance, e.g., ε = 10−8.

2: Set n0 = 0.
3: while ||R̃|| > ε do

4: Compute R̃ and J̃ using (22), (20), (24), and (25).

5: Determine the regularization parameter λ from the SVD of J̃
6: Compute the regularized Newton step ∆d from (31)
7: Update the decision variables dk+1 = dk −∆d.
8: Compute the residual norm ||R̃||2 and Newton decrement η from (27).

9: if η < ε and ||R̃||2 � ε then
10: Increase n, initialize new nodes and weights, and go to line 3.
11: end if
12: end while
13: if n = n0 then
14: Return
15: else
16: n0 ← n
17: Decrease n by eliminating nodes with smallest weights, go to line 3. (See

discussion about κ in Section 3.4.)
18: end if

4. Numerical Examples.

4.1. Illustrative numerical example in d=2. In this example we consider
d = 2 for a uniform weight on Γ = [0, 1]2 with an r = 2 total degree polynomial space
with index set ΛT2

. This index set has six indices, corresponding to six constraints
in (7). Using n = 3 nodes there are (d+ 1)n = 9 decision variables. Note that exact
formulas for the optimal quadrature rule is known in this case [43]. The augmented

Jacobian J̃ in (24) is a 15×9 matrix. We initialize three nodes with a Latin hypercube
design on [0, 1]2 and use uniform weights. The singular values of the Jacobian matrix
are shown in Figure 1 for the initial and final decision variables corresponding to
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three different choices of the regularization parameter λ. The results suggest that
any positive value in [0.01, 5] can be used as a regularization parameter. We use a
constant λ throughout the iterations and fix the residual tolerance ε = 10−8. The
evolution of residual ‖R̃‖, Newton decrement η, and penalty parameter ck is shown
in Figure 1. Smaller λ values appear to yield faster convergence.
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Fig. 1. Singular values of Jacobian J̃ cf. Equation (24) (top) and residual norm ‖R̃‖2,
Newton decrement η and penalty parameter c with respect to iterations k (bottom) for regu-
larization parameter λ = 0.01 (left), λ = 1 (middle) and λ = 5 (right).

To visualize the optimal points for this quadrature, we randomize the initial
node positions and compute designed quadrature for 100 initializations. Plots of
the ensemble of converged quadrature rules in two and three dimensions are shown
in Figure 2. A set of 3-points (initial and final design) in each experiment forms a
triangle i.e. vertices of each triangle are the quadrature points where each triangle is
visualized for distinguishment. The cumulative time for 100 designs took ∼ 6 sec with
MATLAB on a single core personal desktop, and each design takes ∼ 15 iterations
with λ = 1.

4.2. Comparison with sparse grid quadrature. In this example we consider
the number of nodes required to achieve exact polynomial accuracy on total degree
spaces ΛTr of various orders and dimensions. Our goal is to compare designed quadra-
ture against sparse grids. The number of nodes required for exact integration on a
sparse grid is from [22]. Our tests fix dimension d = 3 and sweep values of the order
r, and fix r = 5 and sweep values of the dimension d. We present the nodal counts
in Table 1 and in Figure 3. Table 1 shows that designed quadrature consistently
results in fewer nodes than sparse grids for moderate values of r and d. We again
emphasize that the weights for designed quadrature are all positive, unlike sparse grid
quadrature.

Figure 3 compares various node counts: The number of nodes in the product rule
is simply nd where n is the number of univariate Gauss quadrature nodes and the
“lower bound” is the value L(Λ) determined from Theorem (2.4). Using Theorem 2.1
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Fig. 2. Ensemble of 3-point quadrature rules on Γ = [0, 1]2 found via designed quadrature
(d = r = 2). Each three-point nodal configuration has nodes connected with blue lines,
forming a triangle. Left: initial guesses provided to the algorithm. Right: converged designed
quadrature rules. Bottom: Nodal configurations on Γ. Top: Weight values plotted as z-
coordinates.

in [24], we can explicitly compute this as

L (ΛTr ) =
∣∣ΛTbr/2c

∣∣ =

(
d+ br/2c

d

)
(33)

Independently, we computed designed quadratures for r = 2 and r = 3 to confirm
that the number of nodes for different dimensions d coincides with d + 1 and 2d,
respectively, as determined in [41] (not shown). Also, for r = 5 and d = 3, 5 we find
the same number of nodes as those given by [40] with positive weights.

In Table 2 we show the performance of the scheme with respect to the number
of nodes and iterations, CPU time (measured with tic-toc on MATLAB) and the
achieved residual norm. To that end we consider d = 4 for different orders r and we set
the tolerance to ε = 10−12 in this example. It should be noted that these quantitative
metrics can vary depending on the random initialization and regularization parameters
throughout the algorithm however provide a useful holistic measure for the method’s
performance.

To illustrate how the regularization parameter λ is chosen, we show the singular
values and regularization parameter choice for the case r = 5, d = 7. Figure 4 shows
the regularization parameter selection for an iteration in the middle of the procedure.
The regularized parameter is selected as λ = 10 by investigating the spectrum of
singular values and its L-curve.
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Table 1
Number of nodes n sparse grids and designed quadratures on total degree spaces ΛTr on Γ =

[0, 1]d. Top: fixed d = 3 for various r. Bottom: Fixed r = 5 for various d. The results in the
top-half of this table can be compared with Table 4 in [53]. Our quadrature rules have smaller or
equal size compared with the results in [53], with the exception of r = 8 where we report a 43-point
rule instead of a 42-point rule in [53].

d = 3, r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Sparse Grid Quadrature (nested) 1 - 7 - 19 - 39 - 87 - 135

Designed Quadrature 1 4 6 10 13 22 26 43 51 74 84

r = 5, d 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Sparse Grid Quadrature (nested) 3 9 19 33 51 73 99 129 163 201

Designed Quadrature 3 7 13 21 32 44 63 88 114 148

Table 2
Performance of the scheme with respect to number of nodes and iterations, CPU time and

residual norm for d = 4 and various orders r with total order index set.

d = 4, r 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
Half-set size

∣∣ΛTbr/2c

∣∣ 1 5 5 15 15 35 35 70 70 126
Number of nodes 1 5 8 16 21 43 55 103 138 207

Number of iterations 10 9 11 56 179 146 298 153 461 197
CPU time (sec) 0.09 0.21 0.25 0.91 4.68 8.45 30.66 33.06 183.67 160.44

Residual Norm ||R̃||2 1e-14 2e-14 4e-13 8e-13 4e-13 9e-13 9e-13 3e-13 9e-13 9e-13

In practice, one could fix λ as a function of ‖R‖2 (or ‖R̃‖2). In Figure 3, we have
λ = 10 with ‖R‖2 = 40. Then, for example, one could take λ = 50 for 200 ≤ ||R||2 ≤
500 and λ = 10 for 20 ≤ ||R||2 ≤ 200. Such an a priori tabulation could be fixed for
a variety of (d, r) values.

4.3. Interpolation with designed quadrature. Designed quadrature rules
can be used to construct polynomial interpolants. Suppose we have a designed quadra-
ture rule (X,w) of size n that matches moments for indices on Λ (up to the tolerance
ε), and assume n = |Λ|1. For continuous function f , let I(f) denote the unique
interpolant of f from ΠΛ at the locations X. Lebesgue’s lemma states

||f − I(f)||∞ ≤ (L+ 1) inf
p∈ΠΛ

||f − p||∞, L = sup
‖h‖∞=1

‖I(h)‖∞ ,

where ‖·‖∞ is the maximum norm on Γ, and the supremum is taken over all functions
h continuous on Γ. The constant L is the Lebesgue constant; small values indicate
that interpolants are comparable to the best approximation measured in the maximum
norm [27]. The Lebesgue constant can be computed explicitly: The interpolant I(f)
can be expressed as

I(f)(x) =

n∑
j=1

`j(x)f(xj), `j(xk) = δj,k,

1Designed quadrature rules achieve n < |Λ|, but in this section we will enforce n = |Λ| for the
purposes of forming an interpolant.
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Fig. 3. Number of nodes for fixed d = 3 (left), and fixed r = 5 (right) for total or-
der index set ΛTr . The lower bound is given in (33), “SG-KP” and “SG-GQ” are sparse
grid constructions using nested Kronrod-Patterson and non-nested Gauss quadrature rules,
respectively.

where the `j are the cardinal interpolation functions. The Lebesgue function Ln and
the Lebesgue constant L are, respectively,

Ln(x) =

n∑
j=1

|`j(x)|, L = ‖Ln‖∞

Finding a set of points with minimal Lebesgue constant is not trivial. In d = 2 di-
mensions the Padua points are essentially the only explicitly constructible set of nodes
with provably minimal growth of Lebesgue constant on total degree spaces [5]. To
compare designed quadrature with Padua points, we consider degree-5 Padua points,
yielding dim ΠΛT5

= 21. These points along with associated quadrature weights inte-
grate polynomials in ΠΛT9

exactly with respect to the product Chebyshev weight ω
[5].

With designed quadrature we are able to find 17 < 21 nodes and weights that
integrate polynomials in ΠΛT9

exactly. However, for the purposes of interpolation
in this section, we enforce n = 21 nodes in the designed quadrature framework. To
initialize the design we start from nodes that are close to Padua nodes. The Lebesgue
function Ln(x) for both cases are shown in Figure 5. The Lebesgue constant for Padua
points and designed quadrature are L = 4.9478 and L = 5.1553, respectively. The
similar small values of L suggest that the designed quadrature points and the Padua
points are of comparable quality in terms of constructing interpolants. However, we
reiterate that for quadrature we can use fewer nodes (17) than the Padua points (21).

4.4. Designed quadrature: U. The formulation of designed quadrature allows
Γ and ω to be of relatively general form, but we can construct quadrature rules in
even more exotic situations. Let Γ = [−1, 1]2 with ω the uniform weight. Instead of

enforcing xj ∈ Γ in (21), we enforce xj ∈ Γ̃, where Γ̃ ⊂ Γ is a “U” shape, mimicking
the logo of the University of Utah; see Figure 6, left.

The penalty function for this problem has the same quadratic form as those
discussed in Section 3.1 and separate penalties are considered for violations in both
x(1) and x(2) directions. For example, we can model the infeasible rectangular region
S1 between the two ascenders of the U with non-zero penalty in x(1) direction and
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Fig. 4. Singular values of J̃ with the chosen regularization parameter (top left), finite
difference on log of singular values and the chosen singular value index (top right), L-curve

for the given J̃ and R̃: the point on the L-curve corresponding to the selected regularization
parameter λ is indicated with the red circle (bottom left), convergence of the scheme for
d = 5, r = 7 (bottom right).

zero penalty in x(2) direction as

(34)

{
S1 : (0 ≤ |x(1)

1 | ≤ 0.4) ∩ (−0.35 ≤ x(2) ≤ 0.95)

P1 = (x(1) − 0.4)2, P2 = 0

A similar method can be used to penalize the semicircular region below the rectangle
where violations in both directions are penalized. The total penalty for infeasible
regions then involves both P1 and P2 e.g. P = 10

√
P1 + P2 which is shown in Figure

6, right. We compute a designed quadrature rule for total degree r = 2, achieving
residual tolerance of ε = 0.0098 with n = 150. We need a relatively large number
of nodes, and achieve only a relatively large tolerance (compared to ε = 10−8 for
previous examples). This is due to the difficulty of this problem: we want nodes

to lie in Γ̃ but want to achieve integration over Γ. We expect that convergence for
larger r will require many iterations and may not be able to achieve arbitrarily small
tolerances.

4.5. Integration in high dimensions. To demonstrate the capability of de-
signed quadrature for integration in high dimensions, we consider d = 100 with hy-
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Fig. 5. Contour plots of Lebesgue function Ln for Padua points (left) and designed
quadrature (right)
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Fig. 6. Designed Quadrature for uniform weight and d = r = 2 with “U” shape indicating
the University of Utah (left), the penalty function used in the scheme (right).

perbolic cross index set ΛHr
. Figure 7 (top) shows different slices of the d = 100

nodal configuration generated by designed quadrature for the uniform weight on
Γ = [−1, 1]100 and r = 4, for which we have n = 106 and |ΛH4

| = 5351.
Figure 7 (bottom) shows the behavior of designed quadrature weights with respect

to the Euclidean norm of the nodes (distance to the origin) for ω the Gaussian weight
on Γ = R100 for total order r = 2 and hyperbolic cross orders r = 3, 4. As expected the
weights decay as the node norms increase. We find n = 101 for all these quadratures,
again confirming the optimal n = d + 1 size for total order r = 2 [54]. It is also
interesting to note that the minimum Euclidean norm of nodes for these cases are
somewhat equal viz ||x|| = 8.89, 8.93, 8.85 respectively.

Computing designed quadratures in high dimensions reveals computational chal-
lenges that are not present in small-to-moderate dimensions: since the nonlinear
system is quite large, we do not perform the SVD of Jacobian in each iteration. In-
stead, we regularize the pseudo-inverse matrix directly and compute the Newton step
as ∆d = (JTJ + λI)−1JTR. The parameter λ can be selected based on the residual
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norm value, as explained in the previous section. The designed quadrature algorithm
for these cases in d = 100 took ∼ 100 iterations and less than 30 minutes on a personal
desktop in MATLAB.
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Fig. 7. Different two dimensional slices of d = 100 designed quadrature for uniform
weight and hyperbolic cross order r = 4 (top), formation of weights with respect to Euclidean
norm of nodes for Gaussian weight in d = 100 (bottom): total order r = 2 (left) hyperbolic
cross order r = 3 (middle) and r = 4 (right).

4.6. High-dimensional integration: linear elasticity problem. To inves-
tigate the performance of the high dimensional quadrature points we compute the
mean and variance of compliance indicative of the elastic energy for a solid cantilever
beam with uncertain material properties.

The compliance for the spatial domain Ω reads

C =

∫
Ω

fudΩ

where u is the displacement and f is the surface load on the structure. To find u,
the equation of motion in linear elasticity ∇.σ + f = 0 where σ is the stress tensor
and ∇ is the divergence operator is solved via Finite Element Method. The global
displacement is characterized with ne finite elements

u =

ne∑
i=1

uiΨi

where Ψi are finite element shape functions and ui are nodal displacements. The
nodal displacements U = {ui}ne

i=1 are solution of a linear system KU = F (stems
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from the equation of motion) where

K =

∫
Ω

∂ΨT

∂x
C
∂Ψ

∂x
dΩ,

F =

∫
Ω

fΨdΩ

with C being an elasticity matrix. We consider the plane stress condition in this
example, hence for our two dimensional problem

C =
E

1− ν2

 1 ν 0
ν 1 0

0 0
1− ν

2


where E is the modulus of elasticity and ν is the Poisson’s ratio.

The beam geometry is shown in Figure 8, and is modeled with 100 standard
square finite elements, where each element has lognormal modulus of elasticity as
Ei = 10−9+exp(ξ(i)). The random variables ξ(i)|100

i=1 are independent standard random
normal variables and the Poisson’s ratio is ν = 0.3. Our goal is to compute first- and
second-order statistics of the compliance; these statistics are integrals with respect to
the 100 variables ξ(i), and so we approximate these statistics via designed quadrature.

For comparison against designed quadrature we use quasi-Monte Carlo (QMC)
samples of size n = 64, 128, 256, 512 and n = 1024, where we treat the latter as
the exact solution. The QMC samples are generated on [0, 1]100, and are mapped to
R

100 using inverse transform sampling for a 100-dimensional standard normal random
vector. We have chosen the number of QMC samples so that they almost match the
number of designed quadrature nodes computed from the index sets (i) total order
with r = 2 and n = 101 nodes, (ii) the index set ΛH4

∪ Λ2 with n = 155 nodes,
where Λ2 contains pairwise interactions of maximum univariate order 2, and (iii) the
index set ΛH4 ∪ Λ3 with n = 255 nodes, where Λ3 contains pairwise interactions of
maximum univariate order 3.

Figure 8 compares errors in the computed mean and standard deviation of the
compliance for QMC versus designed quadrature; we see that designed quadrature
achieves significantly better errors. We believe QMC would be more effective if the
problem involved many more variables, larger index sets, and/or non-smooth quanti-
ties of interest, as in those cases the number of designed quadrature is prohibitively
large and finding a suitable quadrature rule is computationally challenging.

4.7. Designed quadrature for topology optimization under uncertainty.
Our final example utilizes polynomial chaos (PC) methods [17] to build surrogates for
topology optimization under geometric uncertainty [25]. Figure 9 shows the flowchart
for design optimization under uncertainty. To build PC surrogates at each design
iteration, n Finite Element Analysis (FEA) and sensitivity analyses are performed in
order to quantify the uncertainty associated with random variables ξ(i) as in the last
example. This is the most costly step in the design process, and hence small n can
result in significant computational savings.

The perturbation in the boundary of topology interfaces Z are modeled via a
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Karhunen-Loève random field with d = 4 significant modes as

(35) Z(x, ξ) =

4∑
i=1

√
λiγ

(i)(x)ξ(i).

where ξ(i) ∈ U [−
√

3,
√

3] are independent uniform random variables. Sparse grids
built from nested rules were utilized in [25] to develop a surrogate for total degree r = 3
in d = 4 dimensions. This requires a quadrature rule that can accurately integrate
polynomials up to order r = 6 (see Proposition 2.3). A standard construction of sparse
grid rules yields odd orders of polynomial accuracy and hence a quadrature rule for
r = 7 with n = 81 nodes is used. We observe that 33 out of these 81 nodes have
negative weights [22]. On the other hand we use designed quadrature constrained to
integrate polynomials up to degree r = 6 and compute n = 43 nodes, almost half
(∼ 53%) the number of sparse grid points (43/81=0.53) and all nodes have positive
weights. These nodes and weights are listed in Table 4.

We approximate the mean and variance for the final robust topology design
of the Messerschmitt-Bölkow-Blohm (MBB) beam shown in Figure 10 (left) with
both quadrature sets, and use a sparse grid rule with n = 641 points (r = 13)
as the “true” solution. The mean and standard deviation for the true solution
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Fig. 10. Robust topology design of the MBB beam (left) Compliance PDF with Sparse
Grid and designed quadrature (right)

are µtrue = 120.1032, σtrue = 0.7853 respectively. The mean, standard deviation
and relative errors in mean eµ = |(µ − µtrue)/µtrue| and in standard deviation
eσ = |(σ − σtrue)/σtrue| are listed in Table 3. We achieve higher accuracy with
designed quadrature at nearly half the cost. Figure 10 also visually compares the
probability density function (PDF) of compliance for both cases, and no substantial
difference is observed.

Table 3
Mean and standard deviation estimation for the robust topology design.

Quadrature Rule µ eµ σ eσ Cost
Sparse Grid 120.1326 2.44e-04 0.7836 2.16e-03 81 Simulations
Designed Quadrature 120.1028 3.33e-06 0.7854 1.27e-04 43 Simulations

5. Concluding Remarks. We present a systematic approach, designed quadra-
ture, for computing multivariate quadrature rules in generic settings. The framework
uses penalty methods in constrained optimization to ensure positivity of the weights
and feasible locations for the nodes. The Gauss-Newton algorithm is used to perform
minimization of the penalty-augmented objective function. L2 regularization is uti-
lized to treat ill-conditioned systems encountered during Newton step updates. On
regular domains such as hypercubes, our designed quadrature results in considerably
fewer nodes (and guaranteed positive weights) compared to alternative multivariate
quadrature rules, such as sparse grids, and hence is promising for computational sci-
ence and engineering involving expensive simulations. When applied to a benchmark
robust topology optimization problem, designed quadrature reduces requisite cost by
nearly half compared with sparse grid rules, and achieves higher accuracy.
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